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Gemserv Industrial Security Maturity Assessment

WE HELP INDUSTRIAL OPERATORS ENSURE THAT THEIR STRATEGY AND 

SECURITY CONTROLS ARE PERFORMING OPTIMALLY AND IN LINE WITH INDUSTRY 

STANDARDS AND BEST PRACTICES

Gemserv’s Industrial Security Maturity Assessment is a flexible service, tailored to assessing your organisation’s current 

security maturity and performance across your critical operational environments. Using industry recognised frameworks 

such as NIST800-82r2, IEC62443, NERC-CIP, and NCSC’s Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF), the maturity assessment 

provides an objective review of how prepared your organisation is to face emerging cyber threats. 

Our assessments look beyond isolated technical controls, taking a holistic view of how prepared your organisation is to 

face cyber threats targeting your people, processes, and critical technologies. 

Our Industrial Security Maturity Assessments support organisations across the Energy, Health, Transport and 

Manufacturing sectors by helping them understand the performance of their industrial security program in the face of, 

growing regulatory pressures, widespread digitisation and increasing connectivity. 

CONTACT US 

To find out more about protecting your data or how we can  

help you, please contact one of our team on:

Email bd@gemserv.com 

Call +44 (0)207 090 1091 

Visit www.gemserv.com 

@gemserv 

@gemservinfosec

KEY BENEFITS

• Baseline, and establish compliance against industry specific security standards (such as IEC62443, NIST 800-82, and 

the NIS CAF).

•  Identify critical areas for remediation, and priorities based on risk and organisational requirements. 

•  Align operational cyber security practices to your key objectives and policies.

•  Develop, and refine your cyber security to reach your target level of maturity.

DELIVERABLES

As part of the Industrial Security Maturity Assessment, the following deliverables will be provided

•  A high-level overview of the areas of critical non-compliance. 

•  A detailed report of compliance against the selected standards. 

•  A clear road map to support the organisation to achieve its desired level of maturity. 
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